
Improv Emissaries, Creative Connectors &
Communication Experts

https://www.kmprod.com/speakers/smartleese-creative

Bio

From on-the-spot improvisational inspiration to custom entertainment
creations for business events, Lee Smart and Lindsay Leese of SmartLeese
Creative have delivered countless events including live shows, keynote
presentations, training sessions and corporate entertainment productions. As
a duo, Smart and Leese draw upon their know-how as improvisers and
comedic performers to deliver fun, engaging, and interactive sessions which
use improvisational techniques to develop communication, collaboration,
adaptability, innovation, and storytelling skills vital to succeeding, both
personally and professionally.

Both are alumni of The Second City, the renowned improvisation and sketch comedy theatre,
and each have had extensive individual careers. You may recognize their faces from stage,
television, film and commercials. Professional acting credits can be viewed by searching their
names on the on the Internet Movie Data Base (IMDB).

SmartLeese Creative has provided their speaking, training and creative services to hundreds of
corporations, businesses and event planners across Canada for over twenty years.
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Smartleese Creative Keynote Presentations:

The Improvisational Mindset for Business [morelink]

Building Client Centric Relationships with The Improv Advantage
[morelink]

The ‘Improv Quotient’ for Leaders [morelink]

WORKSHOPS:

The Improvisational Mindset for Business [morelink]

Improv Idea Lab [morelink]

"On Your Feet" Presentation Skills Workshop [morelink]

Train the Trainer Program - Coaching the Foundations of Presentation
Success [morelink]

Virtual Programs

IMPORTANT NOTE: In order to provide the most optimum experience and to fully engage your
teams virtually, Smartleese Creative's virtual team building program is limited to 48
participants per session (so that all can appear on 1 screen, ie. Zoom platform.) For larger on-
line events, discounted pricing for multiple sessions may be offered. Please inquire for more
information.

Improv FUNdamentals for Virtual Teamwork [morelink]

Hosting & Emceeing [morelink]

To inquire about date availability & booking Smartleese Creative contact us.
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